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Objective Capital Partners is pleased to present its Recreation Active Acquirer Report for Q2
2019.
Whether preparing for sale or strategizing for future exit options, knowing the active acquirers
and investors within your industry niche is an important factor to achieving your transaction
goals. Decades of experience and tenacious advocacy for our clients has allowed us to create
and maintain relationships with active acquirers and investors in our industries of focus.
We have included recent acquirer trends, strategic insights including key investment drivers,
and transaction information, to help you stay ahead in this dynamic and constantly evolving
industry. Within the following summary report, we highlight a larger strategic acquirer, a smaller
strategic acquirer, and a private equity firm that have been active in the space. We hope you will
find this report to be informative and that it serves as a valuable resource to you in staying
abreast of the market. If there is additional content you would find useful for future updates,
please donʼt hesitate to call or email us with your suggestions. We look forward to staying in
touch with you.
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Trever Acers*
Managing Director
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San Diego, CA 92122
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BSN Sports

BSN is a distributor of sports apparel and equipment in the United States. The
company's apparel and equipment include uniforms and sportswear primarily
for the school and league markets in youth sports.

Strategic Focus

With six acquisitions in 2018 alone, BSN remains a very active acquirer. The
company has primarily focused on leveraging its vast sales network to invest in
businesses that streamline the apparel and equipment purchasing experience
for coaches. BSN’s recent acquisitions suggest they are looking to expand the
depth and customizability of its product mix.

Recent Acquisitions: DC SPORTS, Kelly’s Sports, Lowe’s
Sporting Goods, Port Jeff Sports, TeamLine Athletic Supply

Bass Pro Shops

Operator of retail stores for recreational and leisure products. The company
offers a range of specialty equipment, apparel and supplies, fishing accessories,
marine products, boat and trailer accessories, saltwater/marine accessories,
water sports, and sports clothing.

Strategic Focus

Bass Pro Shops appears to have a two-pronged strategy: double down on its
original product line of fishing equipment, and continue to expand into the larger
market of outdoor activities equipment through its $5.5 billion acquisition of
Cabela’s. Bass Pro Shops will continue to build a reputation as a leading fishing
supplies store, which is an established source of revenue, while also realizing
new revenue streams from penetrating supplemental outdoor activities markets.

Recent Acquisitions: Cabela’s, Fishing Holdings, Legend Boats

Trivest Partners

Trivest Partners is a private equity investment firm that focuses exclusively on
partnering with founder and family-owned businesses. The firm specializes in
emerging growth, lower middle market corporate acquisition, recapitalization,
add-on acquisitions, ownership transitions, management buyouts, corporate
divestiture and growth capital financing. Trivest seeks to make both control and
non-control investments in the niche manufacturing, distribution, business
services and consumer companies.

Strategic Focus

Trivest is using its platform investment, Athletic Supply, to acquire other apparel
and sporting equipment providers to create consolidated vendor relationships,
grow the Company’s sales coverage network, and build density in key markets.

Recent Acquisitions: Athletic Supply, Barcelona Sporting
Goods, Cardinal’s Sports Center, Williams’ Sporting Goods
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